VEHICLE TRACKING

From Europe’s number 1 telematics manufacturer, MetaSystem SPA (over 2 million units a year) Meta Trak is a state of the art connected car platform.

The perfect combination of mobile App and in-vehicle hardware, delivering live vehicle tracking, driver scoring and multi vehicle access as well as old school stolen vehicle tracking.

Meta Trak works seamlessly with any vehicle or machine, delivering peace of mind with always-on-tracking and fast theft alerts.
META TRAK S5 VTS
A Thatcham Category S5-VTS Insurance Accredited GPS Tracking System. Mobile/Tablet App for iOS and Android, Web Platform with Locate on Demand, Driver Recognition Tags, Driver Card Not Present Alerts, 12 and 24 Volt Compatible, Waterproof, Transferable from Vehicle to Vehicle, Battery Disconnect Alerts, Tow-Away Alerts, Battery Low Alerts via Push Notification/Email, Monitored by SOC. Thatcham Accredited: S5 Vehicle Tracking Systems TQA536
MTB 14

META TRAK SHIELD
An innovative GPS tracking system. Mobile/Tablet App for iOS and Android, Web Platform with Locate on Demand, 12 and 24 Volt Compatible, Waterproof, Transferable from Vehicle to Vehicle, Battery Disconnect Alerts, Tow-Away Alerts, Battery Low Alerts via Push Notification/Email. Multi vehicle option available.
MTB 1

META TRAK SUPER ALARM
This Telematics Siren can provide either a fully integrated meta alarm and tracking solution by replacing the siren of a MetaSystem alarm, or it can be used standalone with any alarm system to provide a tracking solution with audible siren activation for battery disconnection and GSM jamming attempts. Multi vehicle option available for small fleets. 3 year service included.
MTB 18

META TRAK 6
A Thatcham Category 6 Insurance Accredited GPS Tracking System. Mobile/Tablet App for iOS and Android, Web Platform with Locate on Demand, 12 and 24 Volt Compatible, Waterproof, Transferable from Vehicle to Vehicle, Battery Disconnect Alerts, Tow-Away Alerts, Battery Low Alerts via Push Notification/Email, Monitored by SOC. Thatcham Accredited: Cat6 TQA497
MTB 3

META TRAK 5
A Thatcham Category 5 Insurance Accredited GPS Tracking System. Mobile/Tablet App for iOS and Android Devices, Web Platform with Locate on Demand, Driver Recognition Tags, Driver Card Not Present Alerts, Remote Engine Immobilisation, Transferable from Vehicle to Vehicle, Battery Disconnect Alerts, Tow-Away Alerts, Battery Low Alerts via Push Notification/Email, Monitored by SOC. Thatcham Accredited: Cat5 TQA496
MTB 5
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>META TRAK DEFCOM TRAK</strong></td>
<td>A Combined Thatcham Category 6 Accredited Tracker and Thatcham Category 2-1 Accredited Alarm. Mobile/Tablet App for iOS and Android Devices, Web Platform with Locate on Demand, 12 and 24 Volt Compatible, Waterproof, Transferable from Bike to Bike, Battery Disconnect Alerts, Tow-Away Alerts, Battery Low Alerts via Push Notification/Email, Monitored by SOC. <strong>Thatcham Accredited: Cat6 TQA498</strong> MTB 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>META TRAK MS5 VTS</strong></td>
<td>A Thatcham Category S5-VTS Insurance Accredited GPS Tracking System for Motorcycles. Mobile/Tablet App for iOS and Android, Web Platform with Locate on Demand, Driver Recognition Tags, Driver Card Not Present Alerts, 12 and 24 Volt Compatible, Waterproof, Transferable from Vehicle to Vehicle, Battery Disconnect Alerts, Tow-Away Alerts, Battery Low Alerts via Push Notification/Email, Monitored by SOC. <strong>Thatcham Accredited: S5 Vehicle Tracking Systems TQA536</strong> MTB 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>META TRAK M 6</strong></td>
<td>A Thatcham Category 6 Insurance Accredited GPS Tracking System for Motorcycles. Mobile/Tablet App for iOS and Android Devices, Web Platform with Locate on Demand, 12 and 24 Volt Compatible, Waterproof, Transferable from Bike to Bike, Battery Disconnect Alerts, Tow-Away Alerts, Battery Low Alerts via Push Notification/Email, Monitored by SOC. <strong>Thatcham Accredited: Cat6 TQA508</strong> MTB 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>META TRAK M SHIELD</strong></td>
<td>An innovative GPS tracking system. Mobile/Tablet App for iOS and Android, Web Platform with Locate on Demand, 12 and 24 Volt Compatible, Waterproof, Transferable from Vehicle to Vehicle, Battery Disconnect Alerts, Tow-Away Alerts, Battery Low Alerts via Push Notification/Email. MTB 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VEHICLE SECURITY

MetaSystem are tier 1, OE vehicle security suppliers to many of Europe’s premier vehicle manufacturers, designing and producing high performance alarm and immobilisation systems. With over 100 R & D technicians, MetaSystem is home to some of the world’s most innovative and technically advanced vehicle systems.

**HPA 2.0 REMOTE CDL UPGRADE**
The HPA 2.0 Remote Control Locking Upgrade and Basic Alarm System is Supplied with 2 Radio Remote Keys, Has Boot/Bonnet/Door Protection, Audible/Visual Signals, Secure Override Function, Diagnostic Flashing LED

ABS0514

**HPA 3.5 RC CDL U/S ALARM**

ABS0522

**HPAT 5.0 CAT 2 1 ALARM WITH REMOTES**
HPAT 5.0 Alarm (Battery backup) is Supplied with 2 Radio Remote Keys, has Boot/Bonnet/Door Protection, Interior Protection, Audible/Visual Arming Signals, Secure Override Function, Ignition Hotwire Protection, Panic Facility, Auto Re-Arm Thatcham Accredited: Cat2>1 TQA402

ABS0520
**HPAT1**  
**CAT 1 ALARM WITH REMOTES**  
HPAT1 Alarm (Battery backup) is Supplied with 2 Radio Remote Keys, has Passive Arming, has Boot/Bonnet/Door Protection, Interior Protection Audible/Visual Arming Signals, Secure Override Function, Ignition Hotwire Protection, Panic Facility, Auto Re-Arm  
Thatcham Accredited: Cat1 TQA399  
ABS14550

**M327**  
**EASYCAN RC MODULE**  
Remote Control Upgrade Module. Adds a remote control to a vehicle that comes with only one remote as OE from factory. The additional remote integrates with EasyCan alarm system  
ABS13740

**EASYCAN ANALOG**  
**PLIP UPGRADE BASIC SIREN**  
ABS15450

**EASYCAN DIGITAL**  
**CAN UPGRADE BASIC SIREN**  
The EasyCan Digital M03 Alarm (Non Battery Back Up Siren) has Boot/Bonnet/Door Protection, Interior Protection, Audible/Visual Arming Signals, Secure Override Function, Ignition Hotwire Protection, Panic Facility, Auto Re-Arm and Diagnostic Flashing LED  
ABS15210

**EASYCAN ANALOG T**  
**PLIP UPGRADE T2 1**  
Thatcham Accredited: Cat2>1 TQA401  
ABS15460
The Easycan Digital M05 Alarm (Battery Back Up Siren) Has Boot/Bonnet/Door Protection, Ultrasonic Interior Protection, Audible/Visual Arming Signals, Secure Override Function, Ignition Hotwire Protection, Auto Re-Arm and Diagnostic Flashing LED Thatcham Accredited: Cat2>1 TQA401

ABS15200

The M36T2 Dual Circuit Touch Key Immobiliser. Thatcham Accredited: Cat2 TQA400

ABS0097

The Meta M43 is a Passive Arming, Two Circuit (RFID) Immobiliser, Supplied with Two Driver Recognition Cards as well as an Emergency Override Touch Key, Disarms when the Driver Card is Within Two Metres and has a Single Wire Central Locking Command and Horn Output

ABS0086

The IWM is a wireless alarm system which can be fully integrated with most vehicle electronics systems, Making it ideal for motor homes. Contains 8 excludable and 8 non-excludable wireless sensors, So you can exclude parts of the vehicle to stop the alarm needlessly triggering.

HCA0004